
First vs Second Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

I will help you, as far as I can, if you really ________________ that I can be
of use to you.
1.

(think)

If I ________________, I could not be a Christian, I think, nor a
philosopher either.
2.

(do)

Surely you won't do it if you ________________ to.3. (not/wish)

I'll kill myself if you ________________ me!4. (leave)

Do you know what I'll do if you ________________ the door?5. (open)

If it ________________ at all it will be at night or at early morning.6. (come)

It will simplify this question if I ________________ you three examples of
what the Greeks actually did: three typical pieces of their sculpture, in order of
perfection.

7.

(show)

You have arrived at years capable of improving under the advantages you
will be likely to have, if you ________________ but properly attend to them.
8.

(do)

If you ________________ force in your words you will leave an impression.9.
(put)

Now, if you only ________________ good terms with him, he'd do almost
anything you liked with the clock.
10.

(keep on)

If you ________________ on the moon, you would look up at the earth.11.
(be)

If they ________________ like climbing, they would climb.12. (feel)

If he ________________ to make himself an exception to the sober
people whose cooking will make him long for the maddening bowl, he must
bring his poison with him.

13.

(want)
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They don't know that if I once ________________ my jaws on them I'd
carry away whatever I touched.
14.

(lock)

If I ________________ a hand like that, I would think shame.15. (have)

If you ________________ it, I will wait while you try one.16. (not/believe)

If you ________________ me, I'll show you the friend.17. (not/believe)

If he ________________ my brother I would send him to a place from
whence none can return.
18.

(not/be)

If I ever ________________ you, I will tell you all about it but it would take
too long in a letter.
19.

(meet)

Maman says she will kill me if I ________________.20. (tell)
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